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If you close your eyes and think about what the traditional law firm is, visions 
of lavish modern art, cherry wood furniture, and honeycomb cubicles filled 
with associate attorneys who dream of someday sitting in the windowed 
corner office may drift across the back of your eyelids. While tv-inspiring, the 
traditional law office is not as iconic as it once was. Instead, the traditional law 
office is in danger of becoming increasingly uncompetitive, inefficient, and less 
productive. 

In order to take on today’s market challenges of competing with DIY legal 
software companies, tapping into younger markets, meeting consumer 
demands for cheaper, transparent fees, and streamlining legal processes, 
attorneys may need to trade this traditional business model for a more flexible, 
technologically-inspired one. Interestingly, the traditional law office already 
seems to be adopting virtual technology to deal with many of the above 
problems. 

Currently, many attorneys already have virtual aspects implemented into their 
legal practices. According to a 2016 American Bar Association report, 46% of 
small firms and 42% of solo attorneys are already using cloud-based software 
for law related tasks. What this effectively means is that most practices are 
already virtual hybrids, where they still retain a physical hub but utilize web-
based methods of acquiring potential clients (website, social media, google 
ads), communicating with those clients (cloud-based email), and preparing 
and sharing documents (drafting software/practice management system).  

So, why are so many attorneys still hesitant to trade their expensive brick and 
mortar offices for a truly virtual practice? This Insight Brief will discuss how 
the potential benefits of a web-based practice outweigh attorney’s fears, and 
how attorneys can equip their virtual practices so they are better positioned to 
address current market challenges than their traditional counterparts. 

Are virtual practices the way of the future?

With the ability to learn almost anything and buy whatever you want at 
your fingertips, it’s hard to fathom that the internet’s role in our daily lives 
will diminish. On the contrary, more and more consumers are turning to the 
internet to shop for goods and research the best service provider. Digitalism 
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has crept into just about every market and businesses who exercise their virtual 
might reach more individuals, streamline workflows, and ultimately, boost 
profits. 

This is arguably the same for the legal industry. In order to survive the times, 
many firms are turning to the power of the virtual world to attract more clients 
and run more efficiently. Let’s look at some of the benefits of switching to a 
virtual law firm:  

Wider client base - Since virtual practices are web-based, they are no longer 
limited by the geographic location of their office. Instead of coming to the 
office, meetings with clients can take place via video conference tools, such as 
Skype, Facetime, and Zoom. Virtual firms can then be marketed more broadly, 
bringing in clients from other jurisdictions, as well as appealing to younger and 
more tech-savvy clientele. Additionally, eliminating a geographic barrier allows 
a practice to expand their talent pool and hire the best staff possible. 

Lower monthly overhead -  There are many cost benefits for going virtual. 
Working from home means no money spent on renting and furnishing office 
space, as well as not being tied to cumbersome service and rental contracts. 
Switching to a virtual system effectively means going paperless, so less money 
is spent on acquiring, creating, and storing paper files. Also, since documents 
can be retrieved with the click of a mouse, attorneys save precious time not 
having to search high and low for misplaced files. Not only does a lower 
overhead mean more profit over time, but it also puts less stress on fledgling 
practices to be immediately successful. 

Better security - When it comes to protecting sensitive client information, legal 
technologies (like practice management and drafting softwares) that utilize the 
cloud are often better at mitigating cybersecurity risks than more traditional 
methods (like keeping paper files in your office for other clients and cleaning 
staff to see). Instead, data is often safeguarded behind a gated, password 
protected portal and is stored on high-security servers that are encrypted. And 
since IT infrastructure is transferred to a provider on the cloud, attorneys can 
focus more on their legal practice rather than maintaining their IT system.

More flexibility & better work/life balance - Working from home means 
attorneys can obtain more flexibility over the hours they work—taking breaks 
to meet a repairman, watch over younger children, and go for a spontaneous 
hike on a blissfully sunny day. Also, attorneys can use the time they would have 
spent commuting to the office, to instead spend with their family and be more 
productive at work.

Greater ability to compete with alternative DIY legal service providers - The  
rise of online do-it-yourself legal services, such as Rocket Lawyer and LegalZoom, 
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have increased dramatically over the last few years. Consumers are turning to 
these alternative sources to solve their legal needs because of cost benefits, 
as well as accessibility. Virtual law firms are better able to compete with these 
providers because they too operate from an easily accessible online platform, 
which allows these firms to offer more competitive fees due to their lower 
overhead costs. 

Draft efficiently with Wealth Docx®. Based in the cloud, you can access your legal 
documents from any device, at any time—making collaboration a breeze. For 
solo attorneys, WealthCounsel provides the support of a larger firm: get your 
legal education, news, practice development and professional network all from 
the comfort of your home or office. Learn more about Wealth Docx here. 

The basic tools for running your virtual practice

Now that we’ve established the benefits to running a virtual law firm, let’s 
explore how an attorney can begin establishing themselves as a virtual 
lawyer. There are a few tools that an attorney will need to invest in to begin 
operating their virtual law firm. Unlike a traditional firm, this list of items will be 
significantly shorter and unsurprisingly less burdensome on your wallet. The 
tools needed fall into two main categories—software and hardware. 

Hardware for your virtual practice

There are a few different pieces of hardware that an attorney should consider 
using in their virtual practice. But, there are really only two pieces that an 
attorney truly needs—a computer and wifi connection. You read that correctly. 
All an attorney needs to run their virtual practice is two pieces of hardware. 
Arguably, this is why virtual practices are so appealing. Compared with the cost 
of starting a traditional brick and mortar firm, a virtual practice is effectively 
pennies on the dollar. 

In addition to a computer and a wifi router, attorneys may also want to consider 
having a paper shredder and scanner. While investing in these two items is 
not obligatory by any means, having them in your home office ensures that 
all printed documents are stored electronically and then disposed of securly. 
Remember, if you’re operating a virtual practice, try and stay away from the 
traditional method of storing physical documents, which can be a hassle to 
securely store and maintain. Scanning in client documents and storing them in 
the cloud not only frees up office space, but will save attorneys time in locating 
documents for future use. 

Software for your virtual practice

Software is an incredibly important part of a virtual firm. As the underlying 
purpose of technology is to help us work smarter, not harder, legal software can 
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automate and streamline workflow processes, allowing virtual practices to offer 
more competitive fees. 

Additionally, since the virtual attorney must act as both a lawyer and a business 
owner, time is one of the most precious commodities. So, if processes can 
be sped up by, or taken over by technology, attorneys can spend more time 
focusing on practicing law, practice development, and obtaining a better 
work/life balance. Below are a few softwares to consider using in your virtual 
practice:

A professional website

Having a professional website is the cornerstone to any virtual practice. A 
website is a virtual billboard. Not only does it establish your practice’s online 
presence, but it also is key to obtaining credibility with potential leads, as 
well as marketing your brand and services. And since it effectively replaces a 
physical office, attorneys should consider creating a custom website. A custom 
site has a host of benefits, such as:

 � Generating traffic to your site through built-in SEO best practices. 

 � Qualify leads and filter out undesirable clients with custom contact forms, 
calls-to-action, and program automated chat boxes.

 � Accurately reflect your brand, which increases your ability to target your 
practice’s ideal client demographic.

 � Designed to be mobile friendly, since consumers increasingly utilize their 
phones to browse the internet and buy products and services. 

Online client portal

Business from many industries—from healthcare to banking—utilize client 
portals to exchange documents, communicate with users, and extract payment 
for their services. If the legal industry is going to keep up with consumer’s 
expectations, then implementing an online client portal into their website 
architecture is imperative.

For those unfamiliar with a client portal, it is a secure digital space provided 
by a business, where consumers can login with their username and password 
in order to access information and services. For a virtual law firm, it can be 
the main digital platform for clients to pay bills online, upload their personal 
documents, communicate with the attorney and receive case status updates, as 
well as receive their final legal product. Also, since client portals are password 
gated they offer better security for keeping and transmitting client information, 
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since email accounts are prone to being hacked. If an attorney cannot or does 
not want to build their own portal within their website, there are many practice 
management systems that offer this software feature.

Electronic invoicing system

If an attorney opts to not have a client portal, they will need to have another 
method for creating invoices and collecting payment from their clients. 
Electronic invoicing system, such as FreshBooks and PracticePanther help 
attorneys track time, create invoices, and bill clients. Not only do these 
softwares create professional looking invoices quickly, but by sharing 
information and integrating with your email and other accounting softwares, 
they remove the need for duplicate entry of client information. 

Virtual communication software

Without a dedicated office space, meeting clients face-to-face can be difficult 
if not impossible, especially for clients who live too far to meet up for coffee. 
While phone calls and emails serve their purpose, having the ability to see your 
clients (and for them to see you) is incredibly important to developing trust 
and ultimately, strong, fruitful client relationships. Consider adopting video 
conference softwares that interact with your computer’s webcam, such as Skype 
and GoToMeeting.

Document signing software

No one likes having to print out a document and then scan it back to into 
their computer, all because it required their signature. Electronic signature 
applications remove this tedious, wasteful task by simply allowing a user to 
review a document online, accept an electronic version of their signature, and 
then return it to the sender. While most official legal documents still require wet 
signatures, attorneys can use electronic signatures on in-house administrative 
paperwork related to client in-take forms/contracts. Not only does this come in 
handy for the attorney, but your clients will appreciate it as well.  

Document drafting software 

Instead of drafting documents from scratch, or using an old document as a 
template (a practice which leaves ample room for error) attorneys can use 
drafting softwares to efficiently create high-quality legal documents for their 
clients. Softwares, such as Business Docx® and Wealth Docx®, use document 
automation to speed up the drafting process, while also mitigating the potential 
for grammatical errors since attorneys only need to enter client information 
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once or pull it from their practice management system. Additionally, with a 
myriad of business and estate planning document templates to choose from, 
attorneys can expand their practice’s capabilities (and revenue stream) by 
offering more services and meet the needs of a more diverse clientele. And 
since these templates are monitored and updated by WealthCounsel attorneys, 
users can rest assured that their legal documents will always reflect current law. 
Notable time saving features include:

 � Add a Clause feature where you can save and reuse document clauses in 
your clause library.

 � Customizable Default Settings to reflect your practice’s needs and wants.

 � Create common client scenarios, such as married, single, children to quickly 
design similar documents. 

Cybersecurity

Attorneys have ethical obligations (Rule 1.1 Duty of Competence and Rule 
1.6 Duty of Confidentiality) and legal requirements (such as HIPAA and IRS 
Publication 1075) to safeguard their clients’ information. In 2014, the American 
Bar Association adopted a resolution that encourages law firms to: “develop, 
implement, and maintain an appropriate cybersecurity program that complies 
with applicable ethical and legal obligations...” Cybersecurity is especially 
important in virtual practices where all client data and information is stored 
electronically. When creating a cybersecurity plan for a virtual office, attorneys 
should consider (but aren’t limited to):

 � Using strong, unique passwords for each and every service, site, and system 
login—so if one service gets hacked, other passwords won’t also become 
compromised.

 � Make sure all computers and mobile devices use encryption software so if 
they fall into the wrong hands, the data can’t be unscrambled without the 
encryption key.  

 � Installing a firewall on all computers. To further protect your clients’ 
information, attorneys should consider using a subscription security service 
such as Sophos and Cisco that offer antivirus scanning, detection, and 
prevention systems. 

 � Purchasing Cyberliability Insurance. Not all business insurance policies will 
cover these types of liabilities, so attorneys should see what sort of cyber 
and data breach protections they have under their existing policy.
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To access software which facilitates the operation of a virtual estate or business 
planning practice, attorneys are invited to join the WealthCounsel community. 
A monthly membership effectively replaces the support usually offered within a 
traditional law firm setting. In addition to using the document drafting software, 
members are part of a nationwide professional network of thousands of estate 
and business planning attorneys. Membership also grants access to practical 
learning resources with a 24-hour library, live streaming events, on-demand 
webinars, and CLE courses. To learn more about the benefits of a WealthCounsel 
membership and discuss pricing click here. 

http://www.wealthcounsel.com

